Abstract

We present a novel approach for estimating depth from a monocular camera as it moves through complex and crowded indoor environments, e.g., a department store or a metro station. Our approach predicts absolute scale depth maps over the entire scene consisting of a static background and multiple moving people, by training on dynamic scenes. Since it is difficult to collect dense depth maps from crowded indoor environments, we design our training framework without requiring depths produced from depth sensing devices. Our network leverages RGB images and sparse depth maps generated from traditional 3D reconstruction methods to estimate dense depth maps. We use two constraints to handle depth for non-rigidly moving people without tracking their motion explicitly. We demonstrate that our approach offers consistent improvements over recent depth estimation methods on the NAVERLABS dataset, which includes complex and crowded scenes.

1. Introduction

There is considerable interest in using robotics and augmented reality technologies in crowded real-world spaces corresponding to malls, airports, or public places. In order to perform safe navigation or combine real and virtual worlds, robots [29, 28, 44] or mobile devices [50, 35] need a 3D geometric representation of large-scale indoor environments. While there is considerable progress in terms of capturing depth using LiDARs or stereo cameras, existing devices still have their own limitations. For example, 3D LiDARs [8] tend to produce sparse depth maps for distant objects and may result in noisy point cloud maps due to the high level of occlusions caused by multiple moving people. Moreover, because of the high prices and large volumes of the depth sensors, there is a critical need to consider the case where only a single camera is available.

Given a large number of video frames, traditional 3D reconstruction methods such as structure-from-motion (SfM) and multi-view stereo (MVS) [14, 49, 45, 46] can generate a 3D model. Recently, visual localization techniques [38] have been developed to allow mobile devices to obtain the location and camera pose from which the image is taken. Given the 3D model and visual position, however, mobile devices moving through crowded indoor environments are only able to capture sparse and highly noisy depth maps. This is because traditional reconstruction methods are based on both a static scene assumption (that static areas of the
scenes can be observed from two different viewpoints) and correct feature matching in two or more images. However, the moving pedestrians in crowded indoor environments tend to violate the static scenes assumption. Moreover, traditional 3D reconstruction methods may fail to perform the correct matching on non-textured (e.g., walls), specular, and reflective regions (e.g., glass) of the scene. Consequently, these problems lead to a 3D model on complex and crowded indoor environments.

Main Results: To address these limitations, we explore new methods that can utilize the 3D model generated using traditional 3D reconstruction methods [45, 46] into learning-based depth estimation algorithms for dynamic scenes. Given the 3D model, our method can be used for general applications because it can compute dense depth maps of dynamic scenes without reconstructing this 3D model iteratively. In contrast to supervised learning methods [27, 5, 26], our method does not rely on dense depth maps generated from depth sensing devices. Our approach, shown in Fig. 1, takes an RGB image and a sparse depth map projected from the 3D model as input and outputs a dense depth map. Given the pose obtained from the SfM [45], we propose using the photometric consistency loss, which enables our method to estimate dense depth maps, and depth loss, forcing our network to learn absolute-scale depth. Although these loss functions are useful for providing dense depth maps in static background regions, there still exist great challenges in estimating depths of multiple non-rigidly moving objects, i.e., the pedestrians. To overcome this limitation, we propose two constraints: 1) a flow-guided shape constraint to refine the depth maps for human regions by filling missing parts of the human regions and removing visual artifacts, and 2) a normal-guided scale constraint to force our neural network to learn the absolute scale depth in human regions guided by depth values in the human’s ground contact point.

Compared to traditional reconstruction approaches or recent learning-based methods [26, 66, 25], our approach (DnD) shows a better ability to predict plausible depth in both human and non-human regions, though we only use a monocular camera. We evaluate our approach on the NAVERLABS dataset [24], the first dataset that provides both metric 3D SfM models and dynamic scenes collected from a department store and a metro station. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

- We introduce a novel approach to estimate the depth maps using both dynamic scenes collected from a moving monocular camera and given sparse depth maps. We train the monocular depth estimation network with a 3D model generated by traditional 3D reconstruction algorithms [45, 46].
- We present two novel constraints based on optical flow and surface normal that improve the accuracy of our monocular depth estimation network to predict absolute scale depths for moving people.
- We highlight the benefits of our approach over the state-of-the-art methods on crowded indoor environments and observe 3.6% -10.2% improvement in RMSE. Furthermore, our method works well in diverse indoor datasets like TUM RGB-D and NYUv2.

2. Related Work

Structure from Motion and Multi-view Stereo Traditional SfM systems [49, 1, 45] rely on matching features across two or more images of the same scene and using epipolar geometry [19] to reconstruct depth. Multi-view stereo (MVS) algorithms estimate the dense 3D structure of a scene with multiple calibrated images from the arbitrary viewpoints [14]. Recently, some researchers have presented learning-based MVS methods [62, 66] that build on a neural network to learn the regularization of 3D cost volume. However, traditional SfM and MVS methods often produce sparse and erroneous 3D reconstruction due to incorrect feature matches and dynamic objects [37]. Due to static scene assumption, they either drop pixels with low confidence or estimate incorrect depth values for dynamic objects.

Monocular Depth Estimation The existing learning-based depth estimation methods fall into two groups. One group is based on supervised learning [11, 10, 32, 23, 13, 25, 63], which requires a large-scale dataset with groundtruth depth maps. However, all of these methods require dense groundtruth collected from active depth sensors. Other recent works explore the idea of training with weak supervisions, e.g., using ordinal depth relations as groundtruth [69, 4, 56, 57] and leveraging multi-view stereo reconstruction algorithms to generate pseudo groundtruth from internet photo collections [27, 5]. The other group is based on self-supervised learning using either rectified stereo image pairs [15, 16] or monocular video sequences [68, 64, 17, 18, 59, 61, 6] as training data. Video-based depth estimation methods [31, 53, 34] use temporally consecutive frames to estimate depth over time during inference under the assumption of handling only static scenes. Several works for monocular depth completion [12, 36, 58, 60, 7] have been proposed to capitalize on sparse depth maps with corresponding images, resulting in dense depth estimations.

Depth Estimation of a Dynamic Scene Existing works [43, 41] use object-level motion segmentation to reconstruct a dynamic scene. The key challenge of applying deep neural networks to this task is the lack of large-scale datasets containing diverse and dynamic scenes. Many works adopt a data-driven approach by building diverse datasets from either internet stereo videos [54] or 3D videos [40]. Some works [26, 5] use SfM and MVS to build a dataset with
We present a learning-based approach to estimate dense and absolute-scale depth maps in scenes from complex and crowded indoor environments. Intuitively, most scenes consist of a static background (e.g., a wall) and dynamic objects (e.g., moving people). The sparse depth maps projected from the 3D model have absolute-scale depth values in small regions of the static background. The rest of the regions in the projected depth maps, including the static background and dynamic objects, have empty depth values. Our proposed approach trains a dense depth estimation network from monocular video sequences with the corresponding sparse depth maps. As shown in Fig. 2, our depth estimation model takes a current image \( I_t \) with a sparse depth map \( D_t \) and temporally adjacent images \( I_{t'} \) with sparse depth maps \( D_{t'} \). The sparse depth maps \( D_t \) and \( D_{t'} \) are projected from the 3D model. The \( I_{t'} \) includes two temporal frames \( I_{t-1} \) and \( I_{t+1} \). Our depth estimation model predicts dense depth maps \( \hat{D}_t \) and \( \hat{D}_{t'} \) to compute a flow-guided shape constraint.

### 3.1. Absolute-Scale Depth Loss

Generally, monocular depth estimation methods suffer from an inherent scale ambiguity problem. To mitigate this limitation, we use an absolute-scale depth input \( D_t \) as a groundtruth. We apply the L1 loss to penalize the differences between the depth input \( D_t \) and the depth prediction \( \hat{D}_t \) on the pixels where \( D_t \) values exist. The depth loss is formulated as,

\[
L_d = \sum_{p \in \Omega} \| \hat{D}_t(p) - D_t(p) \|, \tag{1}
\]

where \( \Omega \) indicates valid points that involve available sparse depths. This loss enables our network to learn absolute-scale depth values in the regions of the depth input and further extrapolate depth values with absolute scales in empty regions including a static background and moving people.

### 3.2. Photometric Consistency Loss

To train our network, we turn to previous self-supervised monocular depth estimation methods \([68, 17]\) that have utilized the photometric loss as the main loss function for training the network. We are able to generate a synthesized depth map \( \hat{D}_t \) from a current image \( I_t \) with a sparse depth map \( D_t \) and temporally adjacent images \( I_{t'} \) with sparse depth maps \( D_{t'} \). The sparse depth maps \( D_t \) and \( D_{t'} \) are projected from the 3D model. The \( I_{t'} \) includes two temporal frames \( I_{t-1} \) and \( I_{t+1} \). Our depth estimation model predicts dense depth maps \( \hat{D}_t \) and \( \hat{D}_{t'} \) to compute a flow-guided shape constraint.

### 3.3. Flow-Guided Shape Constraint

The flow-guided shape constraint enables the network to complete missing pixels in human regions with proper depth values and eliminate visual artifacts. 4) The normal-guided scale constraint enables our network to estimate accurate and absolute-scale depths on moving people.

### 3.4. Normal-Guided Scale Constraint

Photometric consistency loss is based on view synthesis and regularizes the network training for static background regions.

### 3.5. Absolute-Scale Depth Loss

1) The depth loss encourages our network to encode absolute scale from a depth input. 2) The photometric consistency loss is based on view synthesis and regularizes the network training for static background regions. 3) The flow-guided shape constraint enables the network to complete missing pixels in human regions with proper depth values and eliminate visual artifacts. 4) The normal-guided scale constraint enables our network to estimate accurate and absolute-scale depths on moving people.
frame $I'_t$ by reprojecting temporally adjacent frames $I_t$ to the current frame $I_t$ with the camera intrinsic matrix $K$, the predicted depth $\hat{D}_t$, and the relative pose $T_{t \rightarrow t'}$. This relative pose between consecutive temporal frames is computed from the absolute poses from SfM [45]. The photometric consistency loss with a combination of L1 and SSIM [55] is formulated as follows:

$$L_{ph} = \frac{1 - \text{SSIM}(I_t, I'_t)}{2} + (1 - \alpha) \left\| I_t - I'_t \right\|,$$

(2)

where $\alpha = 0.85$, $p$ is the homogeneous coordinate of $p$, $\pi$ means projection from homogeneous to image coordinates, and $\langle \cdot \rangle$ indicates the bilinear sampling function. Note that one current frame and two temporally adjacent frames are used to compute the photometric consistency loss. Following [17], we remove the occluded and out-of-view pixels, and also mask out low texture regions via minimum re-projection loss and auto-masking techniques. In particular, this photometric consistency loss encourages our network to predict dense depth maps over the static backgrounds.

### 3.3. Flow-Guided Shape Constraint

The loss functions described in the previous sections are still limited in their ability to provide accurate depths when there are moving people. This is because both MVS and photometric consistency loss operate under the assumption of a single moving camera and a static scene. This assumption implies that inconsistencies between different views of each image are only derived from the camera ego-motion in static scenes [19]. If we correctly estimate the motion of moving people between the consecutive frames, the view consistency for 3D reconstruction can be obtained for two different views. However, with multiple moving people in dynamic scenes, triangulation-based methods fail to achieve a scene consistent depth map. Since multiple moving people in scenes undergo non-rigid deformations, it is difficult to explicitly estimate their 3D motion [54, 26, 22].

Instead of modeling object motions in 3D, we leverage monocular video frames to estimate temporally coherent depth maps with respect to moving camera motions and non-rigidly moving objects. To achieve this, we use optical flow $F_t$, a human mask $M_t$ from the current frame $I_t$, and human masks $M_{t'}$ from the temporally adjacent frames $I_{t'}$. Given consecutive frame pairs, the optical flow describes which pixel pairs have the same intensities. Human masks are also used to find correct regions that overlap due to the high-level of occlusion, non-rigid deformation, and complex ego-motions of the moving camera.

$$M = M_t \cap F_{t' \rightarrow t}(M_{t'}),$$

(3)

where $M$ is the overlapped region of the flow-warped human mask $M_{t'}$ and the current human mask $M_t$ to prevent occlusion issues, meaning that some pixels from $M_t$ do not appear in $F_{t' \rightarrow t}(M_{t'})$. In dynamic scenes captured by the moving camera, the absolute depth values for dynamic human regions can be inconsistent. Thus, we apply the optical flow field to compare consecutive inverse depth predictions for human regions in gradient domains. Our proposed flow-guided shape constraint is defined as

$$\nabla(d^*(p)) = \frac{\nabla d^*(p)}{|d^*(p)|} + \frac{|\nabla^2 d^*(p)|}{|d^*(p)|},$$

where $\nabla$ and $\nabla^2$ denote the gradient and scale-invariant gradient and $d^*_t = d_t / \mu(d_t)$ indicates the mean-normalized inverse depth. Our flow-guided shape constraint enforces smooth gradients and completes missing parts of human regions with accurate depth values. To regularize the depth in a static background, we impose the edge-aware depth smoothness loss $L_s$ over pixels in non-human regions $M^C$:

$$L_s = \sum_{p \in M^C} |\nabla d^*_t(p)| e^{-|\nabla I_t(p)|}.$$

(5)

### 3.4. Normal-Guided Scale Constraint

To achieve scale-aware depth estimation, accurate depth estimation with an absolute scale for moving people is crucial. We leverage absolute-scale depth values in the static background to constrain the scale of depth values for moving people. Intuitively, people are standing on the ground and the depth values of the humans are nearly the same as...
the ones on the ground. The human’s ground contact point can be a significant geometric cue for scale-aware depth estimation. Thus, we introduce weak supervision, which forces several randomly selected points corresponding to the particular human mask to be consistent with the ground contact points’ depth values.

Inspired by [61, 59], we estimate the ground area using the surface normal. The 8-neighbors convention is used to specify the normal direction, as seen in Fig. 3 (a). Those 8 points at the 2D coordinate are split into 4 pairs, where each pair of vectors is perpendicular, e.g., \((i, j) = \{(2, 6), (3, 9), \cdots \}\). The average of the four normals determines the final surface normal for the position \(p\):

\[
N_t(p) = \frac{1}{4} \sum_{p_p' \in \text{pixel}} \frac{P_{p'}^t \times P_{p'}^j}{\| P_{p'}^t \times P_{p'}^j \|_2},
\]

where \(P\) means the reconstructed 3D point clouds for pixel \(p\) by the predicted depth and the operator \(\times\) denotes the cross product. Among many pixel points \(p\), we only need points in ground regions. The true normal direction of ground \(\bar{n} = (0, 1, 0)\) and the estimated normal \(N_t(p)\) should be matched. As in Fig. 3 (b), the camera is not perpendicular to the ground by a difference of \(\theta\) for the camera model, and there exists the uncertainty of the estimated normal \(N_t(p)\). Thus, we set \(S_{\text{th}}\) as a threshold to find the ground area and calculate the cosine similarity between the true ground normal \(\bar{n}\) and the predicted normal \(N_t(p)\):

\[
G = \{ p | \cos^{-1} \frac{\bar{n} \cdot N_t(p)}{\| \bar{n} \| \| N_t(p) \| } < S_{\text{th}} \},
\]

where the operator \(\cdot\) denotes the inner product. Then, in order to determine the human’s ground contact point, we detect small patches \(B\) centered at the bottom of the pixel in the human instances. These pixels in both the small patches and the ground area are possible candidates for the human’s ground contact point. However, simply applying the constant value as supervision risks severe degradation of depth values in the human region because moving people have exquisite and isometric shapes. Therefore, we uniformly sample the pixels \(M'\) in the human mask \(M_t\) and constrain them by the median value in the intersection of \(B\) and \(G\):

\[
L_n = \frac{\sum_{p \in M'} | \hat{D}_t(p) - \text{med}(\hat{D}_t(B \cap G)) |}{\hat{D}(p)},
\]

where the operator \(\text{med}\) takes the median value of factors.

3.5. Overall Loss Function

Our overall loss function is a weighted sum over the previously introduced losses,

\[
L_{\text{total}} = \lambda_d L_d + \lambda_p L_{ph} + \lambda_s L_s + \lambda_f L_f + \lambda_n L_n
\]

where \(\lambda_d, \lambda_p, \lambda_s, \lambda_f\) and \(\lambda_n\) denote weights on the respective loss terms selected through a grid search.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experiment Settings

To validate our method, we experiment with the NAVERLABS Dataset, NYUv2 and TUM RGB-D dataset. The depth value is represented in the metric scale (m). We evaluate our method using the standard metrics [11].

**NAVERLABS Indoor Localization:** The NAVERLABS dataset \(^1\) [24] comprises scenes collected from two different places: Department Store (Dept) and Metro Station (MS). This dataset is split into 60K images for training and 835 images for testing in MS, and 25K images for training and 443 images for testing in Dept. To evaluate the crowdedness of indoor datasets, we use a crowd density, which is a ratio between the area of human pixels in scenes and the area of all image pixels. Most public indoor datasets [48, 2, 9, 3, 47, 52] do not have scenes with moving people (< 0.1% crowd density). In NAVERLABS, Dept and MS have 6.87% and 12.9% crowd density, the most crowded dataset. Additionally, Dept and MS have 6.7 and 3.6 people per scene on average. Different types of datasets [4, 56, 54, 26] that include diverse dynamic scenes contain only images or ordinal depth relations for pairs of points.

NAVERLABS used all the images collected from 6 cameras to build a 3D model via COLMAP [45, 46]. The groundtruth poses for the input images were initially calculated by LiDAR SLAM and further refined by bundle adjustment with prior results. Afterwards, metric depth images were generated by the COLMAP MV5 algorithm. For evaluation, we accumulated 0.3 seconds of LiDAR scans corresponding to one scan line since the LiDAR is sampled at 10 Hz. It is difficult to accumulate more LiDAR sweeps because pedestrians cause severe noise and artifacts in the projected depth maps.

**TUM RGB-D:** The TUM RGB-D dataset [51] is comprised of 39 video sequences recorded with a Microsoft Kinect. We used a subset of sequence, walking, which contains moderate dynamic scenes that two people walk both in the background and the foreground. We train our method on these subsets and evaluate on the test set following MC [26].

**NYUv2:** Although the NYUv2 dataset [48] does not contain dynamic scenes, it is the most common public benchmark of depth estimation for indoor scenes. The training dataset consists of 268K images. We subsampled every 10 frames and used only 47k frames for training. The official 654 test scenes are used for evaluation.

**Implementation Details:** Our monocular depth estimation network is based on U-Net [42], an encoder-decoder architecture. For training, we apply FlowNet2.0 [21] to compute optical flow and Mask R-CNN [20] pre-trained on the COCO dataset [30] to detect human masks. For normal-guided scale constraint, we apply 20 \(\times\) 20 boxes to compose

\(^1\) is available at https://www.naverlabs.com/datasets
The small patch $B$. The camera of the NAVERLABS dataset is towards the upper side for $\theta = 10^\circ$ as in Fig. 3 (b); thus $S_{th}$ is set to $15^\circ$. We investigate the sampling ratio for $M'$ in Eq. 8 at 10%, 30%, and 50%, and we select 30% because it is slightly better than others. In the supplementary material, we provide more implementation details of network architecture and training procedures.

4.2. Experimental Results on NAVERLABS dataset

For quantitative evaluation, we compare our proposed method DnD with five different methods: 1) Fast-MVSNet [66] is a learning-based multiview stereo algorithm, 2) DepthComple is a learning-based depth completion algorithm that adopts an early-fusion encoder-decoder network from [36] combined with normalized convolution layers [12], 3) MiDaS [40] is a monocular depth estimation method trained on a diverse set of datasets including various dynamic scenes, 4) MC [26] is a monocular depth estimation method trained on a Mannequin Challenge dataset, and 5) BTS [25] is the state-of-the-art supervised monocular depth estimation method on the benchmark datasets [48]. To experiment with Fast-MVSNet, DepthComple, and BTS, we use their public codes and train the network from scratch with the NAVERLABS dataset. MiDaS and MC are implemented with pre-trained weights from their public codes. To train the former methods, we exploit a depth map projected from the 3D model as groundtruth. In our experiments, training video-based depth estimation methods [34, 53] fails in the video frames of NAVERLABS. Their methods based on static scene assumption cannot be applied for scenes with extreme object motion. Furthermore, self-supervised methods [17, 36] show poor performance for depth evaluation. We observe that a joint training framework of pose and depth from a monocular video is extremely difficult because pose networks often fail to estimate proper camera ego-motion in complex and crowded indoor environments. Instead, we provide experimental results of DnD ($L_{ph}$ only) trained only with the photometric consistency loss similar to self-supervised training settings, e.g., Monodepth2 [17]. DnD ($L_{ph}$ only) only converts an RGB image to a dense depth map and thus suffers from the scale ambiguity issue. DnD, Fast-MVSNet, DepthComple, and BTS are able to estimate absolute depth values while MiDaS and MC only output relative depth up to an unknown scale factor. Thus, we apply a median scaling [17] to define a scale factor by comparing their depth predictions with the absolute depth from our groundtruth depths. In Table 1, we summarize the quantitative results on two indoor datasets. DnD outperforms other depth estimation methods on all evaluation metrics. In particular, we observe an improvement in performance at depths of both people (F) and the entire scene (F+B). Although the models provided by MiDaS and MC were trained on different datasets, the methods focus on composing datasets for dynamic scenes and training their depth estimation network with supervised learning. Compared to such methods, our method can be scalable to general environments without high quality groundtruth depths.

A qualitative comparison is shown in Fig. 4. The visual results of DepthComple are added in the supplementary material because this method fails to generate reasonable depth maps. In general, the qualitative comparison corresponds well to our quantitative results in Table 1. In terms of depth in human regions, Fast-MVSNet and BTS fail to reconstruct the depth for moving people regions. BTS is not able to learn depths for moving people regions because it only relies on COLMAP results as ground truth. Fast-MVSNet is also not able to provide depths for moving people due to the limitation of multi-view matching. In contrast, MC and Mi-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Scaling</th>
<th>F+4B / F (Lower is better)</th>
<th>F+4B / F (Higher is better)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Abs Rel</td>
<td>Sq Rel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast-MVSNet [66]</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.383 / 0.754</td>
<td>0.60 / 1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DepthComple [36]</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.800 / 0.863</td>
<td>0.71 / 0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiDaS [40]</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>0.413 / 0.459</td>
<td>0.33 / 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC [26]</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>0.294 / 0.315</td>
<td>0.30 / 0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTS [25]</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.396 / 0.696</td>
<td>0.66 / 1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnD ($L_{ph}$ only)</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>0.326 / 0.596</td>
<td>1.38 / 4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnD</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.189 / 0.240</td>
<td>0.20 / 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast-MVSNet [66]</td>
<td>Dept</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.551 / 0.889</td>
<td>0.98 / 1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DepthComple [36]</td>
<td>Dept</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.842 / 0.897</td>
<td>0.76 / 0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiDaS [40]</td>
<td>Dept</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>0.461 / 0.519</td>
<td>0.46 / 0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC [26]</td>
<td>Dept</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>0.428 / 0.385</td>
<td>0.40 / 0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTS [25]</td>
<td>Dept</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.584 / 1.066</td>
<td>1.36 / 2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnD ($L_{ph}$ only)</td>
<td>Dept</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>0.289 / 0.388</td>
<td>0.47 / 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnD</td>
<td>Dept</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.213 / 0.250</td>
<td>0.32 / 0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Quantitative comparisons with the state-of-the-art depth estimation algorithms. F means the evaluation results in the human regions and F+B indicates the evaluation results depth values over the entire scene. MS and Dept denote the Metro Station dataset and the Department Store dataset, respectively. DnD ($L_{ph}$ only) is trained only using the photometric consistency loss. In the MS dataset, DnD shows improvement in depth for human regions by 3.6% in the RMSE metric. In terms of depth for entire regions, DnD reduces the RMSE by 10.2%.
Figure 4: Qualitative comparisons of the Metro Station dataset (1-2 rows) and the Department Store dataset (3-4 rows). Our network takes an image (1st column) and a depth input projected from the 3D model (2nd column), and predicts dense depth maps (7th column). Ground truth (8th column) collected from 3D LiDAR is used to evaluate our method. Depth results (3-6 columns) are estimated by the existing depth estimation algorithms. Compared to MiDaS and MC, DnD generates detailed and high quality depth maps in non-human regions and also shows depth maps in human regions with sharp depth discontinuities. All color maps use the jet color map (low → high; grey means empty depth values).

Table 2: Contributions of our proposed modules to the evaluation results on the Metro Station (MS) dataset. F means the evaluation results on depth values in the human regions and F+B indicates the evaluation results on depth values over the entire scene. The median scaling is applied to DnD (Lph only) for absolute scale depth prediction. Compared to DnD (Lph only), we improve the RMSE by 26.4% in the entire scene and by 32.2% in the human regions.

DaS adequately estimate the depths in human regions with sharp depth discontinuities. However, these methods show blurry and noisy depths for background regions. Compared to other methods, depth predictions over background regions from our method are sharper and less noisy.

Ablation Study In Table 2, we validate the influence of different loss terms within our proposed method. We note that all our proposed modules contribute to a significant improvement in Table 2. In particular, both NSC and FSC significantly improve depth estimation performance for all evaluation metrics. Figure 5 provides an ablation study using qualitative comparison to better understand the effectiveness of different loss terms in our method. In Fig. 5 (a), only using depth loss and photometric consistency loss for training is able to estimate dense depth maps over the entire scene. However, they show poor results especially on depth in human regions. Figure 5 (b) and (c) validate that our method improves the depth estimation performance with each proposed module.

Analysis We study the effectiveness of the number of sparse depth points and the crowd density. We use the accuracy score $\delta_{1.25}$ as an evaluation metric because other metrics do not show significant performance degradation in DnD. If the number of matched local features is not enough for reconstructing a plausible 3D model, the projected depth input for DnD might become a highly sparse map. In this case, the experimental results in Fig. 6 (a) show the relationship between the number of depth points and the performance of DnD. As the number of input depth points decreases, the performance degrades slightly as expected. However, this robustness to the sparsity proves that the RGB images serve as the primary source of our monocular depth estimation network. Furthermore, for the dense crowded scenes in indoor environments, we select some highly crowded samples in the original test set for the NAVERLABS dataset. These are composed of 12% or more human pixels out of the total number of the pixels in one image. Note that the crowd density is a more significant factor than the number of people per scene in our task. We focus on pedestrians whose apparent sizes are large (i.e., high crowd density) because they are close to the camera and occlude those who lie behind them. Despite the multiple non-rigid people, we notice that DnD...
robustly estimates depth for both humans and background regions as in Fig. 6 (b).

DnD with Localization For the complete system of DnD, there is a need for reprojected depth maps obtained from the 3D model using visual localization techniques. Thus, we exploit Kapture toolbox [39] to estimate the camera pose of given input images, and then project the 3D model to the sparse depth maps. We describe more details about the whole pipeline in the supplementary materials.

4.3. Results on NYUv2 and TUM RGB-D datasets

We train and evaluate our method on each NYUv2 and TUM RGB-D dataset. Since the 3D map for TUM and NYUv2 produced by COLMAP is only up to an unknown scale factor, we cannot use metric depth as input. Instead, we obtain the metric depth maps by sparsifying depth maps collected from Kinect in order to use standard error metrics for a fair comparison. To simulate sparse patterns existing in COLMAP, we only maintain the depth values according to the location of SIFT features [33] in the corresponding images. Since the number of SIFT features varies in each frame, we set the maximum number of features to 200 samples. Table 3 reports the quantitative comparisons with several other depth estimation methods on both datasets. DnD outperforms other single view methods, demonstrating the benefit of our method in less crowded benchmark indoor datasets. In supplementary materials, we show experimental results on TUM when we consider normalized relative depth as projected depth maps obtained from a scale ambiguous 3D model.

5. Conclusion, Limitations, and Future Work

In this paper, we present a learning-based method for estimating dense depth maps of dynamic scenes collected from a moving monocular camera. Given RGB images and sparse depth maps projected from a 3D model, our method is able to predict absolute scale depth for multiple pedestrians and complex backgrounds. In complex and crowded indoor environments, this is a practical method to use for various robotics and augmented reality applications. Once we initially have the 3D model, our method enables any freely moving mobile devices with a single-view camera to estimate dense depth maps. Our method still has limitations that we plan to address. The sparse depth maps projected from the 3D model may be inaccurate or not aligned with the current image. Also, our training method relies on FlowNet2.0 [21] and Mask R-CNN [20]. In the future, we would like to extend our approach to outdoor scenes.
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